GREEN FLEETS

Expo Showcases Fuel Saving Strategies for Fleet
In its fourth year, Green Fleet Expo (GFX) is growing. This year more ‘green’ fleet vehicles will be presented, seminars will be available for fleet operators, to guide them in creating a greener fleet, and Green Fleet
Leadership awards will be given out.
In 2006, Drew Shintani, Toronto
Fleet Services Division, proposed the
idea of GFX.
Chris Hill, fleet manager for the city
of Hamilton said “[GFX] was planned as
an event to showcase the use of hybrid
vehicles, vehicles running on biodiesel
and natural gas, and other fuel-efficient
tactics such as using Smart Fortwo minicars in municipal fleets.”
Along with Shintani and Hill, Roger
Smith from Fleet Challenge Ontario
(FCO), and Gerry Pietschmann, director
of fleet services, city of Toronto, created the original GFX with Enbridge
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NDP MPP Andrea Horwath at 2007 GFX.

said Hill. “Fleet managers from seven
provinces attended and a delegation of
Toyota workers from Japan.”
In 2009, some of the vehicles in
the ride ‘n drive will be: Ford Fusion
Hybrid, Transit Utility and Escape
Hybrid; General Motor Malibu Hybrid
and GMC Sierra Hybrid; Honda Insight
Hybrid and Civic Hybrid; Saturn Vue
Hybrid; and Toyota Prius, Camry
Hybrid and Venza. Seminars are planned
on; Electric Vehicle Futures, FCO’s Idle
Reduction Project for Police and EMS,
Electronic Control Modules for Fuel
Savings, What’s New In Operations
Maintenance and Hamilton’s Green
Fleet Plan II. CAF
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City of Toronto hybrid Honda at first GFX.

Gas Distribution as a partner. The original event, held in Toronto, drew 100
people and featured a ‘ride ‘n drive’
with vehicles from Hamilton, Toronto
and Brampton.
“The event deliberately kept ‘selling’
activities low so prospective fleet managers could examine vehicles actually
in use by city operations without pressure,” said Hill.
GFX moved to Hamilton’s Liuna
Station for 2007; the turnout grew to
130, with more vehicles and media.
FCO presented Hamilton with a Green
Fleet Award and speakers included
Hamilton’s mayor.
L a s t y e a r, G F X
moved to Toronto’s
Black Creek Pioneer
Vi l l a g e . E m p h a s i s
shifted toward presentations from industry
experts and fleet operators. “The highlight of
the day came with Ford
of Canada’s delivery
of two hydrogen-powered shuttle busses to
the City of Toronto,”
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GREEN FLEETS

Reducing Vehicle Emissions
EMS (Emergency Medical Services) and Police fleet vehicles in particular spend a lot of time idling. In the
process, they produce a lot of greenhouse gases. Now a program from Fleet Challenge Ontario has begun, that
promises to reduce EMS and police vehicles emissions and may have implications for other types of fleets.
About 43 per cent of municipal
fleet emissions in Canada (including
Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
and police) are produced in Ontario.
Fleet Challenge Ontario (FCO) estimates 6,000 police vehicles are in
service in Ontario, and 812 EMS ambulances. FCO works with fleet operators,
technology providers and automotive
manufacturers to develop ‘green’ solutions and is a not-for-profit program
of the Canadian Energy Efficiency
Alliance.
Three most common police cars in use
in Canada are: Chevrolet Impala, Ford
Crown Victoria, and Dodge Charger.
EMS vehicles are usually medium duty
truck cut-away chassis with ambulance bodies. Police vehicles alone
produce 96,000 tonnes of greenhouse

gases (GHG) while EMS units produce 12,000, according to FCO. Both
record high levels of idling, sometimes
as much as 75 per cent of engine operation, is due to idling.
As a result, FCO introduced a combined Police and EMS (PEMS) Vehicle
Idling Reduction Demonstration project.
The goal is to reduce GHGs by 37 per
cent, eliminating almost 40,000 tonnes
of GHG. A few technologies that could
be applied are: auxiliary power units to
power auxiliary equipment as well as
heat and A/C; automatic engine shut off
controls, which shut down the engine
after a period and restart as required to
top up the vehicles batteries, and reprogramming the vehicle electronic control
module (ECM). For EMS test vehicles
hybrid drivetrain that will shut down the

engine when not in use will be investigated for the project.
Some of the facilities represented
in the collaboration for the program
are: FCO, select Ontario police and
enforcement fleet operators, EMS fleet
operators, fleet upfitters, Ontario-based
police and EMS vehicle manufacturers,
ambulance body builders, technology
providers, trade union representatives,
fleet operator associations, and others.
This program will help reduce the
costs of operations for EMS and police
fleets all the while reducing GHG’s and
improving air quality at worksites for
first responders. Similar benefits could
also apply to commercial delivery trucks
and taxicab operators.
The project began in January 2009. It
will run for two years. CAF
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